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Experiments in the past could not reproduce Er calculated
by PENTA

A. Briesemeister et al.

• Carbon flow measurements
using CHERS. Er from
radial force balance.

• Measured Er higher than
ErPENTA across most of the
plasma radius.

• No indication of large
positive Er at the core.



Improvements in measurements and modeling are being
undertaken to understand this discrepancy

1 Electric field from Pfirsh-Schlüter flows - avoiding poloidal
flow measurements

2 Direct measurement of Er using Motional Stark Effect (MSE)
polarimetry

3 Biased electrode experiment to detect the ion resonance

4 Improvements in neoclassical modeling beyond PENTA



HSX is a four field period quasi-helically symmetric
Stellarator

< R > 1.2 m
< a > 0.12 m

 ι 1.05-1.12
B0 1.0 T

< ne > ≤ 6× 1018/m3

Te 0.5 to 2.5 keV
Ti 30-60 eV

• Heating: ECRH 28 GHz, 100 kW (×2)

• No external momentum



Electric field from Pfirsh-Schlüter flows



The radial electric field can be estimated from
Pfirsh-Schlüter (PS) flows

Total parallel ion flow
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The CHERS toroidal views are modified to measure the
counter-streaming Pfirsh-Schlüter flows



The CHERS toroidal views are modified to measure the
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Measurements are made in QHS configuration with 100kW
ECRH methane plasmas

Density Profile Temperature Profile



In/out-board carbon flow asymmetry is observed -
direction consistent with positive Er

Measured parallel ion flow (CHERS)



Mean flow (v||(ψ)) is calculated from the
inboard/outboard flows, assuming same Er
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Er is calculated from the PS flows (Er = vPS
hB )



Neoclassical Er is calculated using PENTA, values at the
measurement locations are extracted

PENTA output
Mapped onto flux surfaces



ErExpt > ErPENTA except near the core. Agrees qualitatively
with the previous result
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MSE polarimetry for direct measurement of Er

(T. Dobbins et al.)



MSE polarimetry can make direct measurement of Er and
Ibs simultaneously

Decrease in Ibs at 100 kW is in qualitative agreement with PENTA
results → A large positive Er close to the axis reverses jbs near the
core (J. Schmitt et al.)



MSE measurement on HSX is challenging

• Low plasma density → lower signal level

• Short beam pulse → less integration time

• Smaller B, vb → less splitting → overlapping components

• Er is “small” (∼20-30 kV/m)

Carbon doping is not necessary for MSE, unlike CHERS



A single channel, dual PEM (Photo Elastic Modulator)
MSE polarimetry system is being built

• 2 PEMS (42 & 47 kHz), a narrow band (0.3 nm) temperature
controlled filter, lock-in amplifiers, APDs

• All components of the diagnostic have been designed,
purchased and mostly assembled. Initial characterization of
the diagnostic is underway.

• A radial electric field as small as 1.5 kV/m can be detected
with careful selection of sight lines.

Initial results are expected soon.



Biased Electrode Experiments
(J. Smoniewski et al.)



Biasing experiment will explore whether there is evidence
of the ion resonance with the electric field

Helical resonance would appear as a sudden drop in the biased
electrode current and a sudden increase in the parallel flow.

PENTA Calculations
(r/a∼0.75)



Biased discharges show characteristics very similar to those
found during H-mode

• Bias probe at r/a ∼ 0.8

• An increase in density and
stored energy

• A large decrease in core Hα
signal, general decrease in
fluctuation amplitudes.

Typical biased discharge

(figure courtesy C. Deng)

Have not observed the expected drop in electrode current.
Local flow measurements using CHERS is underway.



Improvements in Neoclassical Modeling
(J. Smoniewski et al.)



The effect of ‘monoenergetic’ approximation used in
PENTA is being tested

• Large Er is due to large ion
flux at helical resonance

• DKES and PENTA assume
that the particle energy is
constant - this assumption is
invalid at the resonance.

J. Lore et al.



The effect of ‘monoenergetic’ approximation used in
PENTA is being tested

• We are using two codes that do not rely on the monoenergetic
approximation

• SFINCS - a drift-kinetic continuum code developed by Matt
Landreman.

• FORTEC-3D - a Monte Carlo code developed by Shinsuke
Satake.



Slow progress due to code issues

FORTEC-3D:

• The solve time for HSX configurations is extremely long.

• Solutions for HSX appear to have the ion and electron flows
swapped for one another. (Tokamak simulations work fine)

• Tried running both electron and ion solutions with both fixed
and self-consistent electric fields in standard and mirror
geometries.

• Under investigation (J. Smoniewski & S. Satake)



Slow progress due to code issues

SFINCS:

• Works for solutions far from the resonance, but a sharp
discontinuity in particle flux at the resonance was discovered.

• Matt Landreman & J. Smoniewski are exploring the reasons
for the discontinuity.



Summary

• Several approaches are undertaken to improve the
measurement of the radial electric field in HSX

• Improved Er measurements using Pfirsh-Schlüter flows. Initial
results are presented.

• Direct measurement of Er using MSE polarimetry - diagnostic
mostly ready.

• Biased electrode experiment to explore the evidence of the ion
resonance with the electric field.

• Benchmarking the Er calculated by SFINCS and FORTEC-3D
to the PENTA results is underway.


